
Google Groups

106 kings road file 17-1213

Sweetv27
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 6:39 AM

Dear Plum Committee,

Regarding the property at 106 South Kings Road Los Angeles California, I would like to voice my concerns on 
designating this location as a historical landmark. It is cruel to save this property and to not use it for anything other 
than creating more housing as part of the solution to our housing crisis. The determination has been made that there 
is no substantial architectural value to this property. Our city is in need of solutions and designating this property 
historic is not one of them, in my opinion.

If we could ask Rudolph Ising himself if he would be willing to give up his less than four-year history at this one 
location out of his entire career, to help mothers, fathers and their children have a roof over their head what do you 
think he would say? Our history and legacy should be about us taking care of each other and making solution based 
decisions. 106 Kings briefly provided a place for him when he needed it. Now let’s make this property a place for 
many others that need it.

Sincerely,

Brandy White
504 South Bonnie Brea Street 
Los Angeles CA 90057



Google Groups

I support the HCM for Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence Council File: 17
1213

Sheryl Pavony
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 8:44 AM

Dear Councilmember,

I urge you to support the designation of 106 S Kings Road as a Historic Cultural Monument.

Preservation of Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence is a deserving honor for animation pioneer Rudolf 
Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long. He was one of Walt Disney's first employees, was nominated for 
six Academy Awards, directed and produced the first sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, 
founded MGM animation, created “Looney Tunes”, and his characters were the first to utter the words "That's All 
Folks!''.

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of his most important work, including directing 
and producing the first non-Disney film to win an Oscar.

This lovely Streamline Moderne building still provides affordable homes to the working people who keep the 
entertainment industry located in Los Angeles - certainly a fitting tribute to Rudolf Ising.

Sincerely,
Sheryl Pavony 
8367 W. 1st Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90048
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I support the HCM for Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence Council File: 17
1213

Retta Jitner
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 10:15 AM

Dear Councilmember,

I urge you to support the designation of 106 S Kings Road as a Historic Cultural Monument.

Preservation of Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence is a deserving honor for animation pioneer Rudolf Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long. He was one of Walt Disney's first employees, was nominated for six Academy 
Awards, directed and produced the first sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, founded MGM animation, 
created “Looney Tunes”, and his characters were the first to utter the words "That's All Folks!".

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of his most important work, including directing and 
producing the first non-Disney film to win an Oscar.

This lovely Streamline Modeme building still provides affordable homes to the working people who keep the entertainment 
industry located in Los Angeles - certainly a fitting tribute to Rudolf Ising.

This Historic Cultural Monument nomination is supported by:

• Cultural Heritage Commission
• Los Angeles Conservancy
• Los Angeles Art Deco Society
• Hollywood Heritage
• Beverly Wilshire Homes Association
• Michael Barrier - recognized authority on film cartoon history

Rudolf Ising....

Rudolf Ising was nominated for a total of six Academy Awards
1976 Lifetime Achievement from The International Animated Film Society
Ising’s 1940 film The Milky Way became the first non-Disney animated film to win an Oscar
Ising produced the Oscar nominated Puss Gets the Boot, the first Tom and Jerry cartoon in 1940
1937 Ising loaned his company’s inkers and painters so Disney could complete Snow White. Walt Disney said without this 
help he would have gone broke
Ising established the animation departments of Warner Brothers and MGM with his partner Hugh Harman 
At Warner Brothers they originated Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies 
Created the first character to say “That’s All Folks!”
Produced and directed the first sync sound cartoon in 1929
1921 Rudolf Ising got his start with Disney at 18. He was one of Disney’s first employees

Cohanzad/Wiseman....

Wiseman Residential contends they are building needed housing, but the proposed project to demolish the RSO units 
at 106 S Kings Road includes no affordable units.
Over 270 RSO apartments have been removed from the housing stock by Wiseman Residential.
Over the past year, Historic Cultural Monument applications have been filed for five buildings owned by Wiseman 
affiliated LLCs. This is the only building that has moved forward with a positive recommendation from the Cultural 
Heritage Commission.
From 2006 to 2015, Wiseman Residential and other companies associated with the Cohanzad family have demolished 
more than 33 Rent Stabilized apartment buildings in Los Angeles.
These 270 apartments were once affordable housing for the families that lived in them. Wiseman has replaced these homes 
with million dollar condominiums and apartments renting for $3,550 to $4,595.



Sincerely,

Retta Jitner 
114 S Flores St 
LA, CA 90048



Google Groups

I support the HCM for Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence Council File: 17
1213

Michelle Akda
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 11:31 AM

Dear Councilmember,

I urge you to support the designation of 106 S Kings Road as a Historic Cultural Monument.

Preservation of Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence is a deserving honor for animation pioneer Rudolf Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long. He was one of Walt Disney's first employees, was nominated for six Academy 
Awards, directed and produced the first sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, founded MGM animation, 
created “Looney Tunes”, and his characters were the first to utter the words "That's All Folks!".

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of his most important work, including directing and 
producing the first non-Disney film to win an Oscar.

This lovely Streamline Modeme building still provides affordable homes to the working people who keep the entertainment 
industry located in Los Angeles - certainly a fitting tribute to Rudolf Ising 
SOME FACTS TO CONSIDER:

This Historic Cultural Monument nomination is supported by:

Cultural Heritage Commission
Los Angeles Conservancy
Los Angeles Art Deco Society
Hollywood Heritage
Beverly Wilshire Homes Association
Michael Barrier - recognized authority on film cartoon history

Rudolf Ising facts:

Rudolf Ising was nominated for a total of six Academy Awards
1976 Lifetime Achievement from The International Animated Film Society
Ising’s 1940 film The Milky Way became the first non-Disney animated film to win an Oscar
Ising produced the Oscar nominated Puss Gets the Boot, the first Tom and Jerry cartoon in 1940
1937 Ising loaned his company's inkers and painters so Disney could complete Snow White. Walt Disney said without
this help he would have gone broke
Ising established the animation departments of Warner Brothers and MGM with his partner Hugh Harman 
At Warner Brothers they originated Looney Tunes and Merrie Melodies 
Created the first character to say “That’s All Folks!”
Produced and directed the first sync sound cartoon in 1929
1921 Rudolf Ising got his start with Disney at 18. He was one of Disney's first employees

Cohanzad/Wiseman facts:

Wiseman Residential contends they are building needed housing, but the proposed project to demolish the RSO units 
at 106 S Kings Road includes no affordable units.
Over 270 RSO apartments have been removed from the housing stock by Wiseman Residential.
Over the past year, Historic Cultural Monument applications have been filed for five buildings owned by Wiseman 
affiliated LLCs. This is the only building that has moved forward with a positive recommendation from the Cultural 
Heritage Commission.
From 2006 to 2015, Wiseman Residential and other companies associated with the Cohanzad family have demolished 
more than 33 Rent Stabilized apartment buildings in Los Angeles.
These 270 apartments were once affordable housing for the families that lived in them. Wiseman has replaced these 
homes with million dollar condominiums and apartments renting for $3,550 to $4,595



BEYOND ALL THAT IS MENTIONED ABOVE...I have been displaced from my home of 
15 years. I am moving on Thursday December 14th after a beautiful life here at 126 N. 
Kings Road! My rent is increasing by $700 and no one is helping me with that rent 
increase. It is a CRIME what is being done to our neighborhood!!!
Thank you for listening!
A displaced neighbor,
Michelle Akda

MichelleAkda.com
Awaitressguide.com



Google Groups

I support the HCM for Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence Council File: 17
1213

jason emanuel
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 11:54 AM

Dear Councilmember,

I urge you to support the designation of 106 S Kings Road as a Historic Cultural Monument.

Preservation of Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence is a deserving honor for animation pioneer Rudolf Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long. He was one of Walt Disney's first employees, was nominated for six Academy 
Awards, directed and produced the first sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, founded MGM animation, 
created “Looney Tunes”, and his characters were the first to utter the words "That's All Folks!".

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of his most important work, including directing and 
producing the first non-Disney film to win an Oscar.

This lovely Streamline Modeme building still provides affordable homes to the working people who keep the entertainment 
industry located in Los Angeles - certainly a fitting tribute to Rudolf Ising.

Sincerely,

Jason Emanuel
123 1/2 N Sweetzer Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90048



Google Groups

106 S Kings Rd - Not a historic place

Javi M
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 12:45 PM

To Whom It May Concern,

Please decline the preservation of 106 King Road for the second time. The city did not think 
it was worth saving after the first review, and this second attempt doesn't stack up either.

Los Angeles is packed with rich history, and Rudolf Ising is a part of that but we all know 
that's not what this nomination is about. Let's not pretend that this is a sincere attempt and 
move onto more important landmarks and focus on less emotionally driven solutions. 
Please, swiftly decline this nomination so that we can move past this nonsense.

Respectfully, 
Javier Mulero



Google Groups

I support Historic Cultural Monument status for 106 S. Kings Road

Danielle Elliot
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 12:56 PM

I urge you to support the designation of 106 S Kings Road as a Historic Cultural Monument. It is a beautiful 
building near where I live. There are so few of these buildings left in our city and Beverly Grove is defined by 
buildings such as this.

Preservation of Aidlin-Rees Apartments/Rudolf Ising Residence is a deserving honor for animation pioneer Rudolf 
Ising.

The list of Rudolf Ising's accomplishments is long. He was one of Walt Disney's first employees, was nominated for 
six Academy Awards, directed and produced the first sync sound cartoon, founded Warner Brothers animation, 
founded MGM animation, created “Looney Tunes”, and his characters were the first to utter the words "That's All 
Folks!".

During the years he lived at 106 S Kings Road he accomplished some of his most important work, including 
directing and producing the first non-Disney film to win an Oscar.

Sincerely,
Danielle Moskowitz
Owner, 143-145 1/2 S. Harper Ave.
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Please decline the historical designation of 106 S Kings Road

Ruthie Myers
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 2:20 PM

Dear PLUM Committee and City Staff:

Please follow the Los Angeles Department of City Planning Recommendation Report for Council File: 17
1213 to not declare 106-108-1/2 South Kings Road a Historic-Cultural Monument.

This property is not historic and was reviewed by Los Angeles Department of City Planning Cultural Heritage 
Commission and The Aidlin-Rees Apartments does not meet any of the four criteria of the Cultural Heritage 
Ordinance. This should be that simple.

What this feels like is the Los Angeles Conservancy is again intentionally trying to halt development in Los 
Angeles County by trying to designate any building it finds with an unusual look and someone famous who might 
have lived there as a historic landmark. This is Los Angeles. There are zero buildings here that someone famous 
hasn’t lived it. Zero. We are in a housing crisis.

Furthermore, the reason the LA Conservancy is using as a basis for a historical cultural monument is that a 
racist cartoonist lived there in the 1930's. Rudolf Ising is responsible for a stunning amount of racist 
cartoons starting in 1929. He created characters such as Bosko, who was black, Bosko got his personality 
from the blackface characters of the minstrel and vaudeville shows popular in the 1930s. He even talked 
like that evil and hateful stereotype, saying things like "I sho’done likes picnics." and "Mmmm! Dat sho’ is 
fine!" Leonard Maltin states that this early version of Bosko "was, in fact, a cartoonized version of a young 
black boy... he spoke in a Southern Negro dialect..."

One in eight U.S. citizens live in the state of California, and we are often viewed by the rest of the 
country as leaders. Do we want to set a precedent that we support racist animators more than we support 
housing? Let's continue to be progressive and move in the right direction by meeting the demand for 
housing. Please decline this nomination for historical designation.

Thank You

Ruth Myers 
(952) 200-0944 
6709 Woodley Ave Apt 103 
Van Nuys CA 91406
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County File:17-1213

Relynn
Posted in group: Clerk-PLUM-Committee

Dec 6, 2017 3:13 PM

Hello,

Can someone from your office please tell me what is remarkable or worthy of historic reverence about a man that 
made his mark in society by creating racist cartoon characters? When I heard that the brief homestead of Rudolph 
Ising's at 106 Kings Road South was being considered as a historic site, I thought surely I must be mistaken. 
Knowing that this man falls way short of being a candidate for such an honor, I had to do some further research on 
him. Did he win a Nobel Peace Prize? No. Fight against Social Injustice? No. Fund research for a deadly disease? 
No. Was he any type of philanthropist at all? No. So let me get this straight, the county is seriously considering a 
blatantly racist cartoon animator that just so happened to live at this residence for a mere four years of his entire life 
as a honorable historic figure? Is this really the history the county is striving to protect? Do you really expect your 
voting public to accept this poor decision? I look forward to someone from your office reaching out to me to explain 
how this even became an option.

I look forward to your follow up.

Thank you,
R. Nicora
323 23rd Street
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266


